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These 23 works, by an artist who saw movements come
and go in his long career, loosely recorded the course of
American modernism while staying true to a singular
esthetic. Ralph L. Wickiser(1910-98) experimented with
both figuration and abstraction until 1950, when he
returned exclusively to nonobjective painting for a period.
He produced two notable series during that time-
”Compassion I” (1950-58) and “Compassion II” (1959-68)-
consisting of works largely inspired by the dramatic
tonalities and spirit of Matthias Gruneald’s Isenheim
Altarpiece. The painting Red (1954) exemplifies the
artist’s use of subtle modulations of rich, thick pigment
and a shimmering glaze applied in totemic columns.

 

In the mid-’60s Wickiser
returned to the figure,
influenced in part by his
association with fellow
Pratt Institute faculty
members George McNeil,
Stephen Pace, and Philip
Pearlstein. He continued
to be interested in
reflections and earthly
delights, as in Blue
Triptych, Touching
(1971), in which a nude,
modern odalisque,
accompanied by an apple,
reclines before a mirror,
admiring her reflection.

 

Ralph Wickiser,
Flurries  ,  

1996, 36" x 50"

 
But it was an unexceptional stream, a narrow stretch of
clear water come fields beyond his Woodstock, New
York, studio, that crystallized Wickiser’s modernist
approach. Over and over, with a high-speed camera, he
captured the quick movement of the water, the light, and
the rocks, still-framing nature to abstraction and then
translation it into paint. In Floating Leaves (1984) and
other nonrepresentational images, Wickiser hovers above
the riot of autumnal tones and textures while
simultaneously diving into its depths. In later works, such
as Green Lawn (1997), colors and shapes still collide but
are more distilled. Throughout the last ten years of his life,
Wickiser repeatedly portrayed his backyard apple trees,
their limbs caught in cheesecloth. He was fascinated with
conveying the infinite varieties of light and form, and with
revealing the mystery in the familiar.
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View more works  >

http://ralphwickiser.com/covered_apple_tree/cat1.htm

